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Why the name Starflower Living?
Starflower is also known as
borage. It comes from the Celtic
word borrach, which means
courage. It is known to bring
happiness and raise the spirits.
We hope that Starflower Living
brings you monthly inspiration
to live a courageous, heartcentred life.

A Life of Balance
March 20th, 2015: Spring Equinox. There’s a New Moon in
Pisces, and the Sun enters the sign of Aries. There’s a total
solar eclipse and the Equinox. That’s a lot of energy rolled up
into one day.
This Spring Equinox carries Nature’s archetype of new
beginnings. Mother Earth is pregnant with possibilities. All
around me is the sound of birdsong, fruit trees and bushes
in bud, daffodils parading their yellow crowns. Life! It’s
impossible to deny that Spring is here.
Just as with human birth, growth does not have to be painful.
We may have been taught that growth only happens through
difficulties, but I don’t believe this to be true. I feel that we
can grow just as readily through joy and bliss. What often
happens though, is that when times are good we forget to give
thanks. A life of gratitude, regardless of what is happening
in our life, carries us through all the seasons of our personal
evolution. When we feel alive, our heart energy expands.
When we feel crushed and wounded by life, our heart centre
contracts. A mother who says ‘yes’ to her baby’s birth has a
different experience to a mum who births in fear.
It is human nature to be drawn to pleasure, yet how many of
us actively seek it out? How easy it is to suppress our need
(and it is a need) for joy, fun, laughter, pleasure and comfort
in order to do what our society says we should do.
What if the birds held back their song? Image if the dainty
snowdrops decided it was just too damn cold to come up in
late Winter? What if the daffodils refused to come into flower?
What if the fruit trees withheld their natural inclination to
come out of hibernation? How different our world would
be. There is a time to go inward and there is a time to look
outward.
Some of my deepest pleasures come from simple acts such as
having my hands in the deep, dark soil, or my feet on lawn
daisies. Oh how I love to hang washing on the line, and feel
the sunshine on my skin. My body rejoices when I sit beneath
the plum trees and daydream. If there’s anything I’ve learnt
in my life, it is that pleasure isn’t a reward for having worked
hard. It is the foundation for my whole life. We are on this
Earth to enjoy her bounty and beauty. Pleasure should never
be our last resort but our first port of call.
The Spring Equinox is our invitation outdoors into the arms of
Mother Nature. Playtime!

Illustration by Sara Simon

~ Veronika Robinson www.veronikarobinson.com
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By Claire Thompson
Claire began her journey with plants and the
land’s Spirits in early childhood, and continues
to be enchanted by the magic of Nature. She lives
in a remote part of north-west Ireland, with her
two home-educated children, where they tread
lightly, tend to vegetables, herbs and animals, and
are committed to deep ecology. Claire is often to
be found foraging for wild food and healing herbs,
which are then transformed into healing balms
and tinctures for the community. She blogs at
claireyfaerie.blogspot.ie
I absolutely adore this herb. Everything about
it; the beautiful light-green heart–shaped
toothed leaves, the delicate white flowers
daintily sitting along the square stalks, the
amazing lemony scent, the bushiness and the
way the bees and hoverflies buzz round it,
taking in the abundant nectar. It is a hardy
perennial, yet so graceful. Gentle but strong.
The Latin name for this herb, ‘Melissa’, is
Greek for bee and it is believed that putting
lemon balm sprigs into a beehive will attract
a swarm. Ancient beekeepers grew the herb
near to their hives to encourage the bees to
return there instead of swarming away. It
is believed that lemon balm originated in
Turkey, where the Great Goddess was Queen
Bee and the priestesses were the Melissai.
The human soul descending from Goddess
Artemis/Diana was thought to take the form
of a honeybee. Bees were so important to
ancient peoples both for the nourishing honey
and for the origin of Man. Anything that
helped bees in any way were revered. Lemon
balm therefore got its name and its reputation.
It kept the bees happy and by default, kept
man happy too. It’s true: this herb really does
put a smile on your face.
It is thought that the herb was introduced to
Europe in the 10th century, where it became
an important monastic garden herb. It is one
of the herbs used to make Carmelite water,
which was used to remove the stench from
the unwashed bodies of the medieval people.
By the 16th century, when America was being
colonised, the herb was used for cooking, for
beverages, flavouring, cosmetics, medicines
and household cleaners. As a flavouring it is
still used in cheese making in Switzerland.

Lemon Balm
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Outside my front door, I grow this beauty and
can get up in the morning, and go out and
pick a few leaves for a morning cup of tea. It
is so refreshing and a better tea is made with
the fresh leaves as opposed to the dried. Dried
lemon balm loses it qualities very quickly. For
every pint of boiled water, steep about 1oz of
the leaves for around 15 minutes.
Melissa officinalis has been part of herbal
medicine for a very long time. The 16thcentury alchemist Paracelsus believed it
could completely revive Man, a true elixir of
life. Lemon Balm thrives in poor or rich soil,
dry or damp, sunny or shady. The message
we get from this is that it is highly adaptive
and versatile, and this shows in that the
list of ailments and conditions that benefit
from using lemon balm is quite staggering.
Drinking the tea relieves anxiety and eases
tension. Although I favour drinking the tea
in the morning, it is a great one for nighttime too, as it can help you get a good night’s
sleep. Alternatively, add a load of crushed
leaves to a warm bath. If you don’t fancy
bathing amongst leaves, simply make a strong
infusion using the tea recipe above and add
the strained water to the bath. You can also
make up a lemon balm sachet and put it in
your pillow case.
As the tea soothes tension, it is wonderful for
headaches and stress due to the vasodilation
properties. Anxiety can manifest with a great
many symptoms but lemon balm seems to go
straight to the root of it. It is so effective, yet
at the same time gentle. Taken following a
meal, it aids digestion, minimises flatulence,
and can really help with anyone suffering
from stomach cramps and spasms. These
carminative properties are soothing and
gentle for children too, who usually take it
easily given its pleasant taste. Lemon balm
has diaphoretic properties as well, making it a
wonderful herb to use with fevers.
The overproduction of T3 (a hormone
produced by the thyroid) in cases of
hyperthyroidism, which gives increased
anxiety, can be helped by taking lemon balm,
as it stops iodine converting the T4 (another
thyroid hormone) into T3. The proven use of
Melissa as an antiviral for the herpes virus
www.starflowerpress.com

Melissa Lip Balm
·
Chop up 2oz fresh lemon-balm
leaves and put half of them in a double
boiler with 160ml olive oil.
·
Keep the pan over a slow heat, and
stir for about 10 mins until the oil is hot.
Crush the leaves as you stir.
·
Strain the leaves out through
muslin in a sieve. Squeeze the leaves to
get as much oil out as you can.
·
Compost the strained leaves, and
put the oil back in the pan with the
remaining leaves.
·
Repeat the same process of stirring,
crushing and straining.
·
Put the herb-infused oil back in the
pan, and add 1-2 T of organic beeswax
pellets.
·
Stir until melted, and test the
consistency of your balm by putting
some oil on a teaspoon in the freezer for a
minute. Remove and check. If you prefer
a harder balm, add more beeswax. If you
prefer a runnier one, add a bit more oil.
·
Finally, stir in a few drops of
lavender and tea tree essential oils (about
4 of each).

makes it extremely valuable medicinally as
well. It shortens the life of a cold sore quite
significantly. It is effective to simply dab
lemon balm essential oil, diluted in olive oil,
directly onto the cold sore. You could also
add some lavender-oil drops to help with
the pain. As several of my children suffer
from cold sores, I find it beneficial to make a
Melissa lip balm.
Another tip for cold sores: eat plenty of nuts
(especially Brazils), as the virus becomes
activated when certain minerals and vitamin
levels get low.
The humble herb of lemon balm is not a
showy plant, and it can spread very easily (it
is in the mint family) as it is a prolific selfseeder, and the underground runners can
make it pop up all over the place. Keep it
well trimmed, and pull up any new shoots
appearing in areas where you don’t want it.
The leaves can be harvested throughout as
long as there are fresh leaves.

Earth Medicine

by Veronika Robinson
Veronika Robinson was raised in the arms of Mother Nature, on 700 acres in rural Australia. She draws
heavily on the sustenance of the Earth for her spiritual and emotional well-being.
www.veronikarobinson.com
In order to live in a state of relative balance and well-being, it helps to bring consciousness to all
areas of our life and body, and to honour the seven areas of human existence. Drawing on the
Earth’s rich medicine is a soothing balm, and an antidote to the chaos of the modern world. The
better state of balance we have, the more able we are to cope when life doesn’t feel so kind.
In the ancient language of Sanskrit we learn of the seven chakras, portals to our well-being.
Working with the Earth and her many gifts allows us to be mindful of how we go through our
days. Health and healing is always the responsibility of each of us. We may employ healers and
therapists on our journey to wellness, but true healing can only occur when we love and nurture
every aspect of ourselves.

This cheering herb can lift the mood
enormously, and is beneficial for students
and older folks as it strengthens the mind
and memory, allowing a deep absorption
of the studied material. It balances the heart
and can be useful if there is an experience
of deep grief. It opens the heart to romantic
love as well, helping communication between
lovers. It is frequently used when performing
love spells, but the real magic occurs in
brightening life of both humans and bees!

·
Pour into sterilised jars, but don’t
cap until the balm has set.
·
Label. This balm will keep for at
least a year.
·
Apply liberally to cold sores when
the tingling starts. Use a piece of cotton or
cotton bud to apply.
Chantal Adams, Australia
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Grounding
Beginning with our root chakra (located near
the genitals), Muladhara, we work towards
grounding ourselves. How do we know if
we need more groundedness in our life?
Generally, our self-esteem is low and we’re
overly focused on material concerns, or have
fears around our sense of safety and security.
Earth Medicine for grounding includes
watching the sunrise and sunset. I recommend
that you find a sacred space where you can
be alone, and then place your bare feet on
the earth. Take your shoes off. Literally let
your feet have contact with Mother Earth.
This is one of the most literal ways in which
to ground yourself. Imagine that you’re
breathing in the colour red, and that it is all
around you.
Another important grounding practice is to
touch or hug a mature tree, such as an oak,
sequoia or eucalyptus. Recently, my 17-yearold daughter and I were driving along a road
that goes out the other side of our village. She
pointed to an old tree and said “We always
used to stop and hug that tree on our walks.”
Listening to music, particularly that which has

a drumbeat or the sounds of Nature, is also
beneficial. Music like this awakens our primal
instincts.
Food is such a powerful way to wake up the
chakras. For the root chakra, bring more of
the colour red into your life through foods,
clothing, décor or paintings. Root vegetables
and protein-rich foods, such as quinoa, tofu
and beans, are grounding. Red foods: red
apples, strawberries, red cabbage, pink ginger,
and beets. Herbs such as dandelion are perfect
for root chakra issues, such as high blood
pressure and depression. Dandelion root
tea is also highly effective in the treatment
of depression, gallbladder or high blood
pressure.
Pay attention to the following areas of the
body: adrenals, blood and cells, spinal
column, teeth, bones, anus, prostate and
colon. Send love to these areas. Visualise them
in a state of excellent health.
Physically, doing squats, stomping, and
walking through woodland are good to
activate this area of the body. If you can walk
barefoot, all the better.

Mother Earth is rich with crystals and gem stones that energetically can bring us into alignment.
They have been used in healing since the dawn of humanity. Meditate on the following
gemstones: blood jasper, agate and hematite, to activate your root chakra.
Massage or use in an oil burner: clove essential oil helps to release old patterns of behaviour.
Cedar oil will help you to remember your connection with Nature.
Bring red flowers into your home. Feel their vibrancy permeate every cell of your being.

Bring red flowers into your home.

The root chakra is intimately connected with our sense of smell, as well as to the earth. It is
associated most closely with the physical body. Healing modalities such as aromatherapy are
particularly powerful.
A healthy root chakra manifests in a person as someone who is pioneering, energetic and filled
with vitality, passion and strength.
An unhealthy chakra is seen in someone who operates like a rabbit in the headlights; fight or
flight, impatience. They may also be extremely materialistic, angry all the time or manipulative.
We recognise the energy symbol of this chakra as a literal root. It is where we receive our
nutrients, and where we let go of toxins. It is important, too, that this chakra is healthy for parent
and child bonding to take place. Illnesses such as depression and autoimmune diseases all have
the origins in an unhealthy root chakra.
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We understand a person to have a healthy and activated second chakra if
they’re sensual, creative, alive with possibilities, warmly sexual, joyful,
desirous of life, and happy.

Creativity

The sacral chakra, Svadisthana (just above
the genital area), needs to be activated in
order for us to express our creative self. If we
are not creating, then we’re also likely to be
withholding touch and nurturing, too. Those
who consciously create are more affectionate
with others.
Send love to the following parts of your
body: blood lymph, reproductive organs,
bladder, kidneys and pelvic area. See each
area glowing with vitality, nourishment and
health.
Foods which nurture the sacral area: raw
wildflower honey, raw nuts, sweet fruits.
Adorn yourself or your home with the
essential oils of ylang ylang and sandalwood
for enhancing sexual feelings and for inspiring
your imagination. They are soulful fragrances
which enhance the sacral chakra.
This chakra is connected to the sense of taste,
and to the element of water. Bring more water
into your life. Stand by the ocean, or a lake on
a moonlit night. Drink two litres of water each
day. Make swimming part of your regular
exercise routine. Meditate with the full Moon.
Wear the gemstones: carnelian and
moonstone.
Listen to folk music if you feel this chakra
needs awakening. Try bellydancing. Piano

music is excellent for awakening and healing
this chakra.
Decorate your living space with bright orange
flowers. Breathe this colour into your body.
Stand on a beach.
Aquatic bodywork, such as swimming or
aquafit, is deeply healing. Hatha yoga also
works well, as this is still a rather physical
chakra.
We understand a person to have a healthy
and activated second chakra if they’re sensual,
creative, alive with possibilities, warmly
sexual, joyful, desirous of life, and happy.
When the second chakra is blocked, we
see people who are codependent, have
addictions, are nonplussed about engaging
with life, depressed or experiencing shock,
eating disorders, emotional imbalances or
reproductive issues.
From the plant world we find many suitable
nurturing keys to unlocking the sacral chakra.
Gardenia, the happiness herb, is a balm.
Use it as an essential oil or flower essence.
Calendula, as seen by its bright orange
flowers, is wonderful for enhancing creativity
and joy. Also try essential oil of sandalwood.
It’s warming, earthy and sensuous in its
aroma.
Try herb teas of liquorice, fennel and
coriander. In your cooking, use sweet paprika,
vanilla, cinnamon, sesame seeds, caraway
seeds and carob.

Calendula, as seen by its bright orange flowers, is wonderful for enhancing creativity and joy.

Illustration by Gioia Albano www.albanogioia.com FB page www.facebook.com/AlbanoGioiaArt
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Wear gemstones of tiger eye, gold, topaz,
citrine or amber.
Bring fire into your life: candles, a pit in
the garden, bonfires, woodstoves. Try
firewalking (under supervision).
Foods to enhance your sense of purpose
include grains and fermented dairy or
non-dairy, like soya and rice.
Did you ever do the hoolahoop when
you were a child? Get one out again and
swing those hips!
Send love to your abdomen, liver,
digestive organs, spleen, gall bladder,
lower back and nervous system.

A healthy solar-plexus chakra is identified as a person who
is confident, empowered, optimistic, a free thinker, has high
self-esteem, a good sense of will, has clarity, and is focused.

Images to support this area of your life
include fields of ripe wheat, the midday
Sun, yellow flowers, Summer. Allow
yourself to breathe in the colour yellow.
The third chakra is associated with
vision, and the element of fire.
Try working with mandalas or yantras.
Imagery is a wonderful way of activating
the third chakra.
A healthy solar-plexus chakra is
identified by a person who is confident,
empowered, optimistic, a free thinker,
has high self-esteem, a good sense of will,
has clarity, and is focused.

Purpose

Do you see blockages in your life? Is there one obstacle after another? Do you find yourself
manipulating other people to get what you want? If so, then you need to find healthy ways to
activate your solar plexus chakra, Manipura (just down from the navel), in order to bring purpose
and aliveness to your life.
Bring the essential oils of rosemary (to stimulate) and lavender (to calm) into your home, or dab a
few drops on your wrist.
Bring sunflowers into where you live. Grow them in the garden. Put a picture of sunflowers onto a
wall in your home. Stand in the light of the Sun. Bring more of the sunny yellow colour into your
life.

Unbalanced, this chakra is seen in people
who are egotistical, pessimistic, have low
self-esteem, and are critical of others.
Health issues likely to manifest include:
tumours, diabetes, ulcers, anorexia,
bulimia, kidney problems, liver problems
and depression.
Essential oils to assist this chakra include
bergamot, rosemary and lavender.
In the kitchen, use celery, ginger, mint,
anise, cinnamon, cumin, fennel, Melissa
(lemon balm) and turmeric.

Listen to fiery music, such as full orchestra pieces. String music is particularly beneficial.
Starflower Living
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Love

Do you find yourself feeling jealous, sad,
disappointed, rejected or depressed? The heart
chakra, Anahata (centre of the chest), needs
some TLC. Bring green and soft pink into
your home and wardrobe. Take long peaceful
walks in the countryside. Put pink flowers on
your dining table.
Wear essential oil of rose, or burn it in an oil
burner. Burn rose incense. Geranium oil is
also beneficial.
Send love to your breasts, heart, upper back,
lungs, skin and blood. See these areas of your
body alive with vibrancy and doing their jobs
easily.
Listen to music that is classical and soothing.
Flute, clarinet and wind chimes carry a good
vibration for the heart.
Wear gemstones: rose quartz, emerald and

green jade. They all vibrate to the energy of
love.
This chakra is associated with air. Breathe
deeply. Bring more consciousness to how you
breathe during the course of the day. Ensure
your bedroom window is open at night while
you sleep.
This chakra is intimately connected with
hearing and with sound. Choose your music
and conversations carefully.
The heart chakra is connected to our sense of
touch. It is known that babies in orphanages
(or those born prematurely) thrive when held.
Touch is a basic human need. Without it, our
heart closes down.
Eat plenty of leafy green vegetables and drink
herb teas.
Go for a swim regularly. Being in water gives
a sense of freedom from gravity.

Eliza and cat

Give and receive hugs. Hug a stranger if you
have to! Massage yourself if you have no

willing helpers. Gently massaging your face, breasts, arms, legs and belly with sweet almond oil
will help to open your heart chakra. Hug a pet.
Walk on green grass. Visit still water, such as a lake or a pond. Spend time in valleys or on hills.
Breathe green into your heart area.
We can probably all recognise when we meet someone who has a healthy activated heart chakra.
They’re people who love Nature, live with integrity, are expansive, and open to life, and live in a
state of balance and harmony with themselves, the people in their lives, and the Earth.
Likewise, we usually can pick out someone who needs to heal the heart chakra. These people
are spiteful, jealous, mean, don’t connect or commit to intimacy in human relationships, and are
evasive.
This chakra is interesting, too, because it acts as a stepping stone between the physical chakras and
the spiritual ones.
Earth medicine offers us hawthorn berries to open the heart chakra. Physically, either as a tincture
or tea, it strengthens the blood and heart vessels. Vibrationally, it allows you to feel safe.
In the kitchen, choose to use parsley, thyme, sage, coriander, lavender or cayenne. Essential oils of
benefit are jasmine and rose.
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Expression

Do you find it hard to say what you feel? Perhaps you’re shy?
Do you stutter? Are you worried that you can’t make a decision?
Maybe you talk too much? The throat chakra, Vishuddha, needs
balancing. It is located between the collar bones.

Unsplash

Stand in nature
where you can see
the sky and water.

A healthy and active throat chakra is evidenced by those who
find verbal communication easy. They are seen as trusting people,
who exude calmness and are serene. They’re usually reliable and
responsible, too.
Tactless people, as well as those who come across as indifferent,
sarcastic or lethargic, have imbalances in this chakra.
Sage tea will help to bring calm to your throat area. Use neroli
essential oil in your home to bring calm. Also use sage and
eucalyptus.
The best instrument for activating this chakra is your own voice!
Try high-toned music or singing. Chant. Listen to the sound of
waves.

Listen to the sound of waves.
To nourish this area include pure water, fruit tea, fresh juices and lemon-grass tea in your diet.
Send love to your neck, ears, arms, lungs, bronchioles, trachea, vocal cords, thyroid, throat and
oesophagus. Really take the time to see these areas working in harmony and filled with life force.
When we don’t take responsibility for how we express ourselves, we may see issues arise such as
thyroid problems, sore throats, lack of clarity in our thinking, anxiety and nervousness.
Stand in Nature where you can see the sky and water.
Kelp is a wonderful seaweed to strengthen and nourish the thyroid. To enhance your ability to
communicate, try red clover-blossom tea. Lemon balm is also helpful with thyroid issues. Use
eucalyptus essential oil as a substitute for commercial cleaning products. It will open your throat
area.
In the kitchen, use lemon grass, sea salt, sage and peppermint.

Eliza
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Bliss

The Crown chakra, Sahasrara, needs balancing
if your life feels purposeless, or you don’t
allow yourself stillness. It is in this chakra
that we surrender to something greater than
ourselves, and become humble, meditative
and in tune with Cosmic forces.
If you feel disconnected from the divine or
lack a sense of wholeness, live in victim mode
or don’t want to be on the planet, then your
crown chakra needs healing.
Essential oils which can support balance
include olibanum and frankincense.
Send love to your brain.
Bring the colours white and violet into your
life through clothing, food or décor.

View from Keswick. Photograph by Veronika Robinson

Intuition

Drink detox teas.
Listen to the sound of silence.

Do you spend too much time in your head? Do you find it too hard to stop all the thoughts
rushing through?

Develop a daily yoga practice.

To balance your Third Eye chakra, Ajna (between the eyes), try the following ideas. Listen to
music that has a sense of the divine in the melody. Stand beneath starry skies.
This is the chakra of the sixth sense, and is associated with light. Bring more natural light into
your life: sunlight, moonlight, starlight. Be mindful of the lighting in your home, and veer away
from harsh lighting. Where possible, awaken to the sunrise rather than an alarm clock.

Climb a hill or mountain. Stand under the
open sky. Meditate. Bring photos or pictures
of mountain peaks into your home. Being
part of the night time (dark skies, starlight,

moonlight) is very healing to this chakra.
Allow yourself to feel part of the universe.
Breathe in your connection to the stars. Allow
it to fill you.
Unlike the other chakras, this one isn’t on the
body, as such, and therefore isn’t connected to
our senses. Its purpose is to connect us to the
consciousness of All That Is. However, when
unbalanced, we may experience symptoms
such as mental illness, migraines, problems
with the nervous system, depression, dyslexia,
attention-deficit disorder or amnesia.
To balance/heal our seventh chakra, lotus
flowers and lavender flowers will bring
alignment with higher forces.
Other ways to bring balance include
expressing gratitude each day, helping others,
praying and meditating.
Recognise the difference between confidence
and ego.
Visit mountain tops to gain a clear
perspective. Spend a lot of time in Mother
Nature. To align ourselves, we need to bring
thoughtlessness to our mind, and create a
pure, silent space within.

Send love to your pituitary and pineal glands. Give thanks to your face.
Wear essential oils of jasmine or mint. Use the gemstones: sapphire, lapis and sodalite.
Wear the colour indigo, or bring indigo décor into your home. Practise meditation or lucid
dreaming. Listen to classical music or bells. Eat foods that have a blue colour to them.
Fresh air is vital. Spend time in the mountains. Watch for rainbows.
Write down your dreams each morning. They will give you important messages.
It is through this chakra we can see, hear, know and feel beyond the physical realm. When
balanced, we feel a deep sense of inner calm. We may have prophetic visions. We respect other
people’s way of living, even if it is different to ours.
When unhealthy, we may elevate others or ourself to guru status and become delusional. Our
imagination and intuition will be lacking, and our decision making will be poor. Physically, we
may have insomnia, headaches, migraines, nightmares or ear/eye infections.
Herbs to open this chakra include jasmine, mint and eyebright. Try them homeopathically.
In the kitchen, use juniper, poppy seeds, lavender and rosemary.
Starflower Living
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Luckily in that time I had a talk with a friend
who recommended her midwife. She’d
delivered two of her big babies at home
following a shoulder dystocia. And after
meeting Anne, the midwife, my fears had
eased.

Taliesin’s Birth

I started walking for an hour every day,
and watched my diet carefully throughout
my pregnancy. I had put on a lot of weight
with my previous pregnancies, and I was
determined not to do it again, and hopefully
have a slightly smaller baby. Unfortunately
my weight gain was just the same, but I
did feel great and my baby’s position was
just right, too. After what felt like a quick
pregnancy, my baby’s due date came and
went.
It was the end of Summer, and hot. The kids
had a dip in their paddling pool so I joined
them. I’d had some contractions the night
before so I knew it wouldn’t be too long. Well
I was 13 days overdue, too, so it couldn’t be
too much longer.
In the evening, I started getting more
contractions and quite strong ones, too.
Not the ease-me-in-gently contractions of my
previous pregnancies, these were stop-me-inmy-tracks-and-sway contractions right from
the word go. But they weren’t regular at this
stage, so I chatted on the phone, and cooked
my family dinner.

by Nicole Evans
Nicole Evans is a mum of three gorgeous children,
and wife to Gwyn. She is also a La Leche League
leader in Whangarei, New Zealand, and is
passionate about breastfeeding, natural birth, home
schooling, and healthy food.
After humming and hawing for several years,
we had finally decided not to have a third
child. We already had two healthy, vibrant
children who played so well together, we
didn’t want to spoil the dynamics.
I was 37, so the chances of complications had
increased, if I got pregnant at all. We would
need a bigger car, and should we really be
adding to an already overpopulated world?
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So, using logic, we decided ‘no’, although in
our hearts we always wanted more.

I had to explain to my little chatterbox Cerys,
who was 3½, that: Mummy isn’t ignoring you

when I don’t talk, I’m just a bit sore as the
baby is coming tonight. She was very excited.
I had shown the children home-birth videos
to prepare them, and Cerys was keen to be at
the birth. Osian (7½) said he didn’t want to
see me in pain, and that he would be with the
chickens and to let him know when I’ve ‘laid
the baby’.
We (husband Gwyn and I) thought it was
probably going to be a long night, so he
nipped to the supermarket to get some nibbles
for the midwives and us.
At 7.30, the contractions were regular and
10 minutes apart, so I phoned Anne to say:
tonight is the night. She asked me to call her
back when they were five minutes apart.
I would have two midwives arriving for the
birth, as they like to have one for the mum
and one for the baby. I was pleased they
weren’t rushing over as I didn’t really want
them sitting around twiddling their thumbs.
Plus, I would feel more self-conscious and
under pressure to perform, so this plan suited
me just fine. We started getting the kids ready
for bed. They went in the bath, so I took off
my watch and hopped in the shower. The
contractions had intensified, but the shower
was such a great pain relief that I couldn’t get
out.
I felt like I was in my own bubble watching
the kids in the bath splashing and creating
a mess, while I sang to myself and swayed
through contractions. I felt very free and
relaxed, labouring in the background as

Two days after our big decision, I realised I
was already pregnant.

Taliesin’s birth felt so empowering.
With no one watching, or instructing me,
I had to rely on instincts, and it felt terrific.

My last birth was a lovely home birth, but it
was not totally straightforward. Cerys was a
big baby at 9lb 12oz, and did get a little stuck
with her big shoulders. It was nothing major,
I just had to change positions and she was
born, but she was considered mild shoulder
dystocia, and I wasn’t sure if I would be still
considered low risk, and if a midwife would
support me for another home birth. I really
didn’t want a hospital birth so I went into
denial mode: I’ll look for a midwife after the
first trimester.
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family life continued. But the contractions
were strong and close. I had no idea of the
timing of them as I had taken off my watch,
but I had a feeling it wouldn’t be much longer
and that the midwives might be too late.
I asked Gwyn to phone Anne and tell her they
were five minutes apart, which he did, and he
started setting up the pool.

With the next two pushes the baby’s head
was crowning. Gwyn poked his head into
the room to see how we were going, only to
find Cerys trying to feed me her toy wooden
cake, and rubbing my back with beads, as
the baby’s head was crowning. He quickly
kneeled behind me and encouraged me to
push.

Osian and Cerys were exhausted. Osian had
taken himself to bed and Gwyn got him up
to help fill the birth pool. The hose fittings
didn’t quite fit our taps so someone needed to
hold thenm in place while we ran the water,
and Osian was the man for the job. I thought
I’d try and get Cerys to bed. When I was in
labour with Cerys, Osian had woken up and I
had managed to breastfeed him back to sleep,
and my contractions just stopped while I did
this, and restarted once I got back up. So I
thought this might happen again.

I pushed again and his head didn’t seem to
progress much further, so I changed position
to squat, and with the next two pushes he was
born.

After 30 seconds, I realised this wasn’t going
to be the case. Another contraction started and
there was no way I was going to be able to lay
still, and I really regretted getting out of the
shower.
I pulled a mattress protector off the bed and
kneeled on it at the end of the bed, just as I
had the urge to push. The first push didn’t feel
like it did anything, then my waters exploded
and I found myself saying ‘Oh that’s better’. I
called for Gwyn but with the doors shut, and
him filling the birth pool, he couldn’t hear me.
I thought to myself ‘I’m just going to have to
do this myself, and I can do this’.

Fire up
your creative life

Gwyn caught him, and only just. The baby
was very slippery. I caught my first glimpse of
my little boy before Gwyn passed him to me.
He looked perfect.
A gorgeous little boy.
His placenta followed 20 minutes later, and
the very surprised midwives arrived half an
hour after his birth.
Taliesin’s birth felt so empowering. With no
one watching, or instructing me, I had to rely
on instincts, and it felt terrific. I feel proud of
myself and my family, who each played a part
in the birth of our little boy. The only issue I
have following his birth is that I have loved
the experience so much that I want to do it all
again.

The only issue I have following his birth
is that I have loved the experience so much
that I want to do it all again.
Paul throwing a piece of clay to make a vase
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By Paul Robinson
Paul is passionate about acting, singing, and using
the voice professionally in any way.
According to the Old Testament, it took
God six days to create the world. And then,
I believe, the Creator had a rest. If he or she
did manage it in six days, they were really
going for it, and what fun it must have been!
Being creative is one of the most fulfilling
and enjoyable experiences we can have.
Conversely, being frustrated in our creativity
is deeply unsatisfying, and can have adverse
effects on our health.
Although there are many words associated
with the act or process of creativity (such as
imaginativeness, ingenuity, inventiveness,
originality and a lot more, unfortunately,
there isn’t really an adequate synonym for it,
so the ‘c’ word is going to come up a lot as
you read this.
It’s certainly is in our bones. After all, we
were created by our parents, so some sort
of creativity must be inherent in us, too.
But what exactly is creativity? It can take
an infinite number of guises. There are the
more obvious ones, such as the art forms or
crafts of painting, sculpture, dance, writing,
acting, singing, knitting, gardening, and the
making of pottery, but there are many less
immediately obvious ways of expressing
one’s inspirations.
The Oxford dictionary defines creativity as
‘the use of the imagination or original ideas
to bring something into existence’. Or, try this
one for size: ‘Creativity is the act of turning
new and imaginative ideas into reality. It is
characterised by the ability to perceive the
world in new ways, to find hidden patterns,
to make connections between seemingly
unrelated phenomena, and to generate
solutions.
Creativity involves two processes: thinking,
then producing. If you have ideas, but don’t
act on them, you are imaginative but not
creative’. Well, I’m not sure about some of
that last statement. But that’s just one opinion.
According to Professor Peter Meusburger,
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over a hundred different analyses of what
creativity actually is can be found in the
literature.
The benefits are fairly obvious and plain to
see. Because a person becomes engrossed
when engaged in a creative pursuit, relaxation
normally follows, and often, satisfaction. Wellbeing improves enormously, and this can
have a positive effect on health. Energy levels
increase while taking part in the activity; and
over time, life in general can be enhanced.
Many performers are quiet and fairly reserved
in everyday life, but they expand and feel at
home in front of an audience. It’s where they
feel most alive; and sometimes the experience
can almost be transcendent. Feeling oneness
with the audience isn’t uncommon. The first
time it happened to me, while compering a
music show, I thought I was having some sort
of spiritual experience. On reflection, it hadn’t
reached those heights, but it was something
powerful and beneficial, which I’ll always
treasure. It’s interesting to see how creativity
in general, and performance in particular,
can rejuvenate older people. Many elderly
performers – particularly musicians, actors
and comedians – come to life when they’re on
stage or on camera. An audience can see the
years fall away from that person.
About the only downside for an elderly
performer turning back the clock like
that would be the possibility of being
exhausted once they’d ‘come down’ from
the performance high. But in most cases this
wouldn’t be anything a good sleep wouldn’t
fix. And the consequences of not exercising
creative potential could be frustration,
stagnation, and depression.
You don’t have to be a performer to reap the
benefits of creativity. Writers and painters,
for example, usually work alone – with no
audience; and the amount of satisfaction
felt, the ‘buzz’, can be enormous when these
artists and others who create without an
audience get into the zone. And performers,
when working on, say, new material, can
get as much satisfaction from that as from
when they’re actually performing it – and,
if the performance itself doesn’t go very
well. (Something which has intrigued me
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as a performer is whether or not a person is
necessarily being creative when doing repeat
performances. In my own career, I’ve been
in plays which had a four-week run. Perhaps
most of the creativity came in rehearsal, and
in the earlier part of the season. And as a
compere and singer, I’ve used the same songs,
jokes and anecdotes over and over again. I
suspect some times I’d be more creative than
others.)
Ideally, creativity would be nurtured,
initially, by a child’s family. Then as the
youngster’s circle expands, friends, teachers
and supporters would become part of the
framework of encouragement that is needed
in order for a person’s developing flair to
grow and take shape. It’s rarely possible to
tell whether making a career of expressing
these talents will be a possibility or suitable
for a child, but unfortunately, a lot of wouldbe creative people don’t receive the support
needed from their parents in order for their
talents and dreams to take wing. Often, a
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young person’s dreams (aspirations, as my
mother used to call them) are dampened, and
the lack of nurture results in a fear of failure,
which severely inhibits the spirit. Having been
a professional creative for much of my life,
I have mixed feelings about the differences
between following one’s passion for a living,
and fitting it into everyday life purely for
enjoyment while doing something else for a
living, or bringing up children – and all the
time and effort that involves. I’m primarily
writing about the benefits of exercising one’s
creativity, but some people do this for a living;
many more would like to, but aren’t prepared
to endure the downsides of it; others probably
wouldn’t master the necessary skills even
after a lot of work; but there are some who
probably could have succeeded if they’d had
the right sort of support and nurture when
they were younger.
Following a career as a professional creative
can be fabulous if one is reasonably successful.
Very briefly, here are some of the
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disadvantages: It’s a competitive world – not
everyone will enjoy success.
Apart from feelings of failure and
disappointment, lack of success implies
being short of money and financial security.
Financial insecurity can result in having to
move around a lot to find work.
Moving around a lot means maintaining
harmonious relationships can be difficult.
This means that family life is not an easy
option.
Most jobs in these fields are short term.
Lack of continuity of work means that it’s
more difficult to hone skills, and puts a
pressure on having to do superbly well when
one does get a job,
in order to impress
enough to be reemployed at a later
date.
Often unsuitable,
unfancied jobs have
to be taken, to make
ends meet. This can
be frustrating, even
soul destroying.
To work regularly,
most performers
must be prepared
to compromise to
a lesser or greater
extent.
Get the picture?
Eliza and Bethany
Here’s a personal
example. Many years
ago, I compered a show
in which half the acts were country-music
singers, and the other half were strippers.
You can supply your own puns! Most of
the audience were men. The first act was a
singer, and that went all right; the next was
a stripper. After that, the audience wasn’t
remotely interested in me or the singers. It
was a long evening.
And here’s an example of a different sort of
compromise. While writing this article, I’m
also working on an audio demo to show off
the character voices I can do (with a view to
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get work in radio and TV commercials). I’m
writing a short sketch to tickle the interest
of the potential employers of my voice-over
work. Because of busy employers and short
attention spans, the demo shouldn’t be longer
than, say, two and a half minutes. But to make
it worth listening to, there has to be a little
bit of plot development and humour, and
of course, I want to include all the voices I
can do. This is a conundrum. If I were doing
this for fun, I’d have a wonderful time; but
because of the professional constraints I’ve
described, I shall have to compromise in some
way – which isn’t fun. In the end, I may have
to shelve that way of showcasing myself,
and think of something else. But I’d give the
same advice to a professional as I would a
non-professional. Do
something creative
for fun. If you’re
frustrated in your paid
creative life, make
sure you exercise your
abilities in some other
way. It’s like having a
dog. If you don’t get it
out into the open air,
it might come back to
bite you.
One of the results of
unfulfilled creative/
artistic leanings
and yearnings is to
perpetually sit on the
outside, looking in –
constantly criticising
people who are
actually exercising
their creativity and
talent, while not having the courage (and the
en-courage-ment) to have a go themselves.
You’ll never know unless you give it a try.
But as I’ve mentioned, it takes nurturing to
become an artist, to be able to freely exercise
one’s creativity. Unless the would-be artist
is supported emotionally, they’re unlikely
to have the nerve to take their suppressed
desires seriously.
As the frustrated creative person gets older,
it generally becomes harder and harder to
take that first step. (And that’s all it should be:
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baby steps.) The frustration becomes
more and more entrenched; the
gap between being the perpetual
critic on the sidelines, and being the
person doing the creating, becomes
greater. After all, it’s much safer
to say to one’s self, and anyone
within earshot, that you could have
done much better if only you’d
done this or that, than it is to take
that step, and risk failure. Because,
even though the would-be creative
may be 40, 50, 90, the inner artist is
a child, and incredibly vulnerable
– especially after all those years
in the creative wilderness. So it’s
a matter of starting with very
small steps – crawling, even! And
inevitably, because the person is
a seasoned adult, they judge their
early attempts against the standards
of experienced practitioners –
forgetting that the old pro also
would have had very early, shaky
inexperienced beginnings. With
the odd exception – for instance if
your dream were to become a prima
ballerina – age doesn’t come into
it. People in their 80s and 90s have
become successful professional
creatives after finally letting their
genie out of the bottle. So whether
you’re thinking of making a career
out of your passion, or wanting to
do it for the sheer joy of it, it’s rarely
too late.
But creativity doesn’t have to be
anything as structured as learning
a musical instrument or, say, taking
up ballroom dancing. Today I
stripped the foam out of an old
mattress, and used it to line a box
which I intend to use to improve
the acoustics around a microphone.
That, to me, is also being creative, as
is using novel ideas to do household
repairs; and there’s a great deal of
satisfaction to be derived from such
things. And where do we draw the
line? Can walking on a treadmill
be considered creative? I suppose
it depends on whether a person is,
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Albertus playing his beloved accordian
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for example, watching a screen while they do
it, or whether they’re deep in thought, using
their imagination. And if they’re out walking
in Nature, then there’s a very good chance
that inspiration will appear.
Astrology has something to say about this.
The twelve areas of life are called houses. The
fifth house is often referred to as the house of
children. But it is better described as the house
of pleasure. It is the area of creative pursuits.
As mentioned, children are indeed a creative
activity at the biological level. Creativity is
best described as anything which brings us
pleasure, so yes, it could be children, or it
could be a love affair. The Fifth house is also
the house of risk taking and gambling. They
must seem very different from children, but
in one sense, any time we share our creativity
with another we are taking a risk. Many
people hide their creative soul, or worse, are
ashamed of it (Freud may have attributed
this to the possibility of distaste having been
expressed during nappy changing in infancy)
or think it isn’t of value in the same way that,
say, work is.
Cooking is something you could consider fun,
and interestingly, many people who love to
cook will have planetary placements in this
house. But if it doesn’t bring pleasure, is it
creative or is it a chore? Creativity comes from
within. If your heart doesn’t sing, the activity
probably isn’t a creative one for you.
The fifth house can be described as a sandpit.
Depending on if a person has planets there,
and the type of planets, the experience
of the sandpit can be anything from fun
to life threatening. It could be a place for
competition and annihilation, or it could be
where friends are invited to play peacefully.

How can creativity be revived, resuscitated? If
a person is serious about doing this, I always
recommend Julia Cameron’s The Artist’s Way.
She’s a scriptwriter in the USA. Her creativity
became blocked, and she had many struggles
before she had an epiphany, and set off on a
course of action which was crystallised in her
book, which centres around a 12-week course
that guides a person through the process of
recovering their creative self. It dispels the
‘I’m not talented enough’ conditioning that
holds many people back, and helps them to
unleash their inner creative. It has a lot of
depth to it, and it’s not for sissies! By that, I
mean it takes a lot of commitment. As I said,
it’s for you if you’re serious about this – and
it can be life changing. About 16 years ago
I wanted to earn income from singing. This
has always been a passion of mine, but I had
reservations as to whether I was good enough.
I was 51 at the time, so I’d lived with these
thoughts and feelings for a long time. I started
the 12-week course, fitting it in with my fulltime job. After 10 weeks, I stopped doing the
course: something had to give. I was getting
so much singing work that I couldn’t manage
that, the job and family life, and find time to
do the course work. As the course had done
its job, that was what had to go. Inspired by
writing this article, and needing a kick up the
backside in relation to some aspects of my
creativity, I’ve just embarked on the course
again.
Whatever your creative passion or preference
is, whatever your skill level, whether you
want to be a professional or enjoy the lifeenriching aspects of creativity unencumbered
by the strictures that can involve, take the bull
by the horns. In many ways, the quality of
what you make, do or have imagined doesn’t
matter; a creation is a creation, and value
judgements are just matters of opinion. Just
do it!

Creativity is best described as anything which brings us pleasure,
so yes, it could be children, or it could be a love affair.
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Cycle to the Moon is based on the author’s workshops, Sacred
Cycle and Cycle to the Moon, offering practical support for
every woman who wishes to bleed consciously.
It is a celebration of the menstrual trinity: menarche, first blood of
the maiden; menstruation, the cycles of the mother; menopause,
the last blood of the wise crone.
This contribution to holistic menstruation reaches beyond culture,
taboos and maternal conditioning, and touches the heart of what
it means to be a woman. We are all connected to Grandmother
Moon, and our bodies reflect the lifestyle we choose.
In the style of a journal, this book invites the reader to celebrate
her body through reconnecting with her cycles.

Let’s Cycle Together!
Veronika Sophia Robinson is the author of many non-fiction
books and novels. www.veronikarobinson.com
Susan Merrick is a mother, artist and illustrator inspired by the
beauty and strength of womanhood. www.susanmerrick.co.uk

By Veronika Sophia Robinson | Illustrated by Susan Merrick
216mm x 216mm | Paperback: 186 pages | Publisher: Starflower Press
ISBN: 978-0-9575371-4-9 | Available from: veronikarobinson.com
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by Fleur Parker
Fleur is a writer, podcaster, NCT antenatal teacher
and doula. www.nurturedspace.org.uk
“Bob Marley isn’t my name.
I don’t even know my name yet.” ~ Bob Marley

Becoming Fleur

Who am I? What am I? What influences who I
am? Is it the clothes I wear or the way I speak?
Is it the car I drive or the house I live in? Is it
my family and friends or my tribe and soul
family? Is it the alignment of the stars in the
sky when I was born or is it simply that I am
me?
When someone calls your name how do you
react? Do you turn with a smile, an easy
familiarity with a word that symbolises who
you are? Or do you feel anxious, slightly
guilty wondering what they want from you or
what you’ve done wrong?
Seventeen years ago I got married and chose
to change my name: Samantha Jayne Owen
became Samantha Jayne Parker. I became Mrs
Parker rather than Miss Owen. I was 28, and
had a husband, a baby, and felt grown up,
settled in who I had become. And so it was...
until October last year.
Last October two significant things happened.
Firstly, I was completely unaware that Saturn
was moving over my Sun and Mercury, and
working really hard on my sense of self,
identity and self-esteem. At exactly the same
time, my lovely homeopath, Emma, suggested
it was time I stopped hiding.
What on Earth did she mean? I pondered her
comment for weeks. What was I hiding? Who
was I hiding from? I reflected on my work, my
relationships, finances, spirituality, health and
well-being - I left no stone unturned. There
was something niggling away at me but I
couldn’t quite put my finger on it.

Photograph by Rene Harbers

Then out of nowhere, four months later, I had
a moment of clarity - I was hidden behind my
name. More specifically, I was hidden behind
the name Samantha Jayne.
Starflower Living
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Our birth name carries the energy of our
arrival Earthside. We bring with us all that
we were, all that we are, and all that we
will become. We are full of possibility and
opportunity, and the name we are given is
part of our self and our identity. It is used by
our parents, our grandparents, our siblings.
As we get older, it is used by teachers, friends
and then colleagues and employers. It is
used by strangers and by loved ones. Each
and every time the Universe hears our name
spoken, the energy and sense of who we are is
reinforced.
What if the story of your name wasn’t borne
out of love but out of meanness? What then of
the reaction of your soul, of your cells, every
time you hear your name said?
“Call him Voldemort, Harry. Always use
the proper name for things. Fear of a name
increases fear of the thing itself.”
Dumbledore, Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s
Stone
I had a name given to me at birth. My mother
says that as I was born I turned my face
toward her and opened my eyes wide like
a flower turning toward the Sun. In that
moment, she knew my name was Fleur. And
so it was...for a few weeks. There is then a
story that is not for this time or place. It is a
story of patriarchal power that saw me being
called Samantha, and the story of how I got
that name was told many times as I grew up.
For 45 years, every time I said my name,
a knot got a little tighter in my soul. My
stomach turned a little more each time I
remembered why I was using that name.
As women, we have an acceptable
opportunity to change our names if we get
married. Taking the family name of our
husband is part of our culture. Increasing
numbers of women don’t make that choice,
and fewer eyebrows are raised. Changing
your first name and ditching your middle
name ~ those choices ask for clarification.
The massive shift that occurs with a change
in name is interesting. I had an inkling that
somethings was going to shift but I couldn’t
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have told you in what way. I still can’t, not
fully. Powerful astrological readings with
Veronika (esteemed editor of Starflower
Living) underpin my growth and
development, shining a light in the dark
places and cheerleading the possibilities. I
know there is more, much more to come,
but for now there are interesting and
significant changes.
In my work as an antenatal teacher I
meet two or three new groups of people a
month. In the six weeks after I changed my
name, I introduced myself using my name
Fleur to approximately 50 new people. I
noticed there is a gentleness to Fleur. It is
soft, with no hard edges. It is said quietly;
even when trying to catch my attention it
isn’t shouted across the room. It is used
a lot. I have noticed people like to say
it. When they ask a question or use it in
general conversation it feels like it is being
explored, as if others are seeking a sense of
me through my name.
I am randomly told it is beautiful, pretty
or interesting. I am feeling validated and
supported in my decision, by people who
have no idea I have recently changed my
name.
I am no longer constrained by negative
imagery and childhood stories about
Samantha. I am no longer hidden behind
guilt, anxiety and fear. The more I settle
as Fleur, the more I can see Samantha’s
childhood and her past experiences for
what they were - like an eagle soaring high
above my life.
I am more vibrant after sloughing off the
old stories. Like a snake shedding its skin,
I am able to grow and develop. I am no
longer constrained by eight letters in a
particular order. Since becoming Fleur, I
have worked more purposefully and with
more intention. In general, I have been
more active and made healthier lifestyle
choices.
The name I used for so long kept me
contained within self-limiting beliefs that
became ingrained during childhood: I’m
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too loud. I’m too clever for my own good.
I’m just like my father. I’m not pretty
enough. It’s my fault.
Those beliefs held me tightly and firmly,
and now they are gone. I’ve been working
on them for a long time. This was not an
overnight transformation. Changing my
name sealed the deal on work that began
almost 10 years ago. When I seized the
opportunity to become my authentic self,
I had no idea that this is where I would
end up. Changing my name is like placing
the cherry on top of the cake. Not that I
am complete and finished, I don’t believe
we ever become that. But I am in a good
place to move forward and embrace
possibilities. For example, Fleur is going to
Bali in December. Samantha hadn’t left the
country in 24 years, and had never been
outside of Europe. There is a freedom in
becoming Fleur.
Of course, it isn’t only me that this change
affects. I tentatively broached the idea to
my husband and I had no idea what he’d
say. He is thrilled. It’s easier to say, and he
can spell it. (I was always amazed at how
many people couldn’t spell Samantha.)
My son? Well, according to my almost
20-year-old son, it makes no difference
because he just calls me Mum! My friends
are intrigued and want to know why. And,
as my friends, they support me and aren’t
surprised. It is, after all, written in the
stars, and they perceive it to be not entirely
out of character.
It is significant that I have come to this
time of transition as I sit on the cusp of
my menopausal years. Any day now, the
rhythms and spirals within my body will
shift and change. I will emerge into a new
normal, and embrace opportunity and
possibility in different ways. Exploring
my identity and my place in the world is
crucial at this time as I adapt and shift into
new ways of being.
I haven’t changed my name. I have let the
old name go and reclaimed my birth name.
I am becoming Fleur.
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